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Lose Again (#p146110)
by Dotty86 » Sun Feb 16, 2014 12:34 am

Just watched Dusty's performance of Lose Again at RAH for the umpteenth time and every time I
wonder if she's crying during the performance. It is obviously a very emotional song and Dusty does
look as if she has tears but Im not sure. What do you think?
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Re: Lose Again (#p146112)
by LilCajunGirl » Sun Feb 16, 2014 12:47 am

Looks like it to me. It's a beautiful song. Her emotions were probably very raw, didn't her father die
a few days before this concert?
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Re: Lose Again (#p146116)
by Zoey » Sun Feb 16, 2014 1:26 am
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I always thought so. The RAH concert so special for herself and the fans, it would have been

impossible not to cry. The song gets me every time. 
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Re: Lose Again (#p146185)
by Dotty86 » Sun Feb 16, 2014 3:48 pm

Thanks JoAnn and Zoey. I'm glad I'm not the only one! It gets me every time too 
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Re: Lose Again (#p146191)
by Cas19 » Sun Feb 16, 2014 6:02 pm

I think its an emotional performance from Dusty, and it does look at times as though there are tears
and not just beads of sweat.

Casx
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Re: Lose Again (#p146212)
by pat.dunham » Sun Feb 16, 2014 8:34 pm

Just beautiful as always, and I think extra thoughts for whoever were in her mind.
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Re: Lose Again (#p146221)
by seamist1 » Sun Feb 16, 2014 8:57 pm

I may be the only one that thinks this, but I don't believe she had tears in her eyes. I know she was
somewhat of a perspiring person, and did wipe her face at times, and would take her hands to her
hair or face a lot. I don't think Dusty cried for any of the songs she sang, she once said that she
never really thought about the lyrics to songs. But this is just my thoughts 
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Re: Lose Again (#p146226)
by humboldt » Sun Feb 16, 2014 10:22 pm

I don't think they are tears either. I never ever saw Dusty getting emotionally involved with the
lyrics of any song that she sung. She somehow always managed to keep fantasy & reality in check!
It's not a criticism - just how she was.

Top

Re: Lose Again (#p146256)
by darren2722 » Mon Feb 17, 2014 9:26 am

I Can't tell.  But there are at least two Examples of Dusty Breaking down due to the lyrics or
the sentiments in her songs. I've Been Wrong Before is said to have reduced Dusty to tears when she
recorded it in 1965, and the lyrics or title of I'm Coming Home Again when she sang it at Drury Lane
in 1978, must have meant something to her when she sang it, (and the audiences reaction to her
singing it) had a similar effect.
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Re: Lose Again (#p146292)
by humboldt » Mon Feb 17, 2014 1:59 pm

But no tears in public, always in private.
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Re: Lose Again (#p146345)
by Dotty86 » Mon Feb 17, 2014 11:27 pm

Yes I've read before that Dusty didnt get emotionally involved with lyrics etc thats why I was
wondering. It could easily be beads of sweat as it looks awfully hot up on stage! I guess we'll never
know.
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Re: Lose Again (#p146370)
by daydreamer » Tue Feb 18, 2014 8:58 am

She started crying on stage during The Springfields final performance at the Palladium. She said she
just couldn't help it and Tom looked at her in amazement wondering if it was stagecraft or not.
When she came offstage, she let it go completely. I think it's perspiration at the RAH though.
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Re: Lose Again (#p146391)
by villagegirl » Tue Feb 18, 2014 11:38 am

I agree Its perspiration alright. I can understand her crying at the Springfields last performance
though. It was the end of an era so she was bound to feel emotional.
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